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“How far superior an education that stresses independent action and personal responsibility is to one that relies on drill, external authority and ambition.”

“It May take a City to Raise a Genius,” Jen Kinney, NEXTCITY, January 27, 2016
https://nextcity.org/daily/entry/it-may-take-a-city-to-raise-a-genius

“Complaints about doctors rarely lead to formal discipline; thousands of complaints about physicians lead to a handful of disciplinary cases,” by Holly Moore, CBC, January 29, 2016
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I wanted him to be able to spend his time in the way that he wanted to. I said, “Don’t you think it will make your death more painful?” (having a child at that time he was dying) He said, “Wouldn’t it be great if it did?” Then — he says this in the book, too — where he’s like, “We agreed that life is not about avoiding suffering.” It’s about creating meaning.

Lucy Kalanithi


“All the Ways Humans Try to Kill Mosquitos – and Why We’re Still Losing,” Justin Worland, *Time Magazine*, January 28, 2016

http://chronicle.com/article/The-Water-Next-Time-Professor/235136


https://www.linkedin.com/groups/1043887/1043887-6100102699305492485
“EPA’s Fall in Flint, an aberration or part of a pattern?”, Joe Davidson, *The Washington Post*, January 28, 2016


“Disability Benefits Dogged by Arduous, Outdated Paperwork, Auditor General Finds; Just 7% of terminally ill people applying for CPP disability payments got a decision on within the 48-hour guideline. Just over half of those with chronic conditions had their cases decided on within the established 30-day window.”

“Veterans' DSM-5 PTSD Symptom Patterns by Trauma Type,” Jessica Graham et al…, *Military Psychology*, Future Publication.
“Results of this preliminary study substantiate the theory that PTSD may not be an all-encompassing and cohesive disorder, but rather a syndrome that has many subtypes based on symptom expression that are conceptually related to the precipitating traumatic event within the veteran population.”


http://cdp.sagepub.com/content/23/6/446.short
“The Code Not Taken: The Path From Guild Ethics to Torture and Our Continuing Choices,” The Canadian Psychological Association John C. Service Member of the Year Award Address, (in press). Pre-Publication Version is available at:
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__bit.ly_KenPopeTheCodeNotTaken&d=AwIFAg&c=dg2m7zWuuDZ0MUcV7Sdqw&r=ilr9yRq05BE0IknXXToR0bu60thZm25aK9E7YMCr0mo&m=IsHKLUYYf8-0IyKzDfNlm3j1qPa_cTxm9XinY-xiSWs&s=sIGT1h5Mk7LMJ4neNGkmP_BEXYvvLWh_EBKTQYPxerU&e=

YaleGlobal Online, a publication of Yale’s MacMillan Center, has an article titled Wanted: “European Grand Strategy for War Against the Islamic State,” by Joergen Oerstroem Moeller. Here’s a quote: “The Islamic State is transforming Europe, with rising xenophobia and support for far right parties that propose mean-spirited and isolating policies. With cultural identity under attack from both outside and in, Europe confronts an existential crisis.”
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